LOS ANGELES BAND JUNIOR VARSITY RELEASE NEW SONG
AND VIDEO “WEATHER” FEATURING SPILL TAB
WATCH HERE - LISTEN HERE
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July 2, 2021 (Los Angeles, CA) – After making waves, piling on streams, receiving looks from Los
Angeles Times, The FADER, Pigeons & Planes and more, Los Angeles band Junior Varsity unveil a
brand new single entitled “Weather” [feat. spill tab] today via Warner Records.
Listen HERE.
The duo of Greg Aram and Zach Michel deliver another highly quotable genre-breaking anthem.
On the track, Zach's guitar cuts through his glitchy production as Greg admits, “You made my
levels change, like tequila” and “I need love.” Meanwhile, spill tab appears with a celestial bridge,
showcasing her impressive range and haunting timbre. The video showcases youth at its purest
where a group of friends journey through all that a regular summer day has to offer. It's the
perfect backdrop for a gorgeous song that plays out like the soundtrack to memories of the
distant past.
Regarding the single, the band said, “‘Weather’ is about leaving NY for LA in hopes of chasing
dreams, but still feeling left emotionally empty—good weather masking depression, but still
making it a little bit better.”
Over the past couple of months, Junior Varsity have unapologetically stirred up headlines. The
duo propelled themselves into the national news cycle after Aram and two comrades draped a
giant cow head over the first “O” on the Hollywood Sign in celebration of the band’s long-awaited
debut single “Cold Blood.” The guys spoke to the Los Angeles Times at length about these antics,
their come-up, and so much more. Everybody agreed, “Cow is king.” Zane Lowe also premiered
“Cold Blood” on Apple Music’s Beats 1 and FADER included it among "The Best Rock Songs Right
Now." Right out of the gate, it amassed over 2 million streams and counting.
It all paves the way for more music from Junior Varsity—coming soon.

PRESS ON "COLD BLOOD":
a fearless shot at the moon that emits enough confidence to make you think they might just make
it.” - THE FADER
“a hazy alt-rock bolt of electricity, infused with nonchalance and casual charm,” - ONES TO WATCH
“perfect clash of alternative and hip hop with plenty of lo-fi fuzz, it's equal parts arresting and
endearing making a fitting introduction for fans who feel they've had an access-all-areas pass to
watch the band develop.” - THE LINE BEST FIT
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ABOUT JUNIOR VARSITY:
Junior Varsity is the Los Angeles duo of Greg Aram and Zach Michel, whose music is inspired by
rock and hip-hop from the early 2000s. They infuse their songwriting with thoughtful storytelling
and transfer that passion to the stage with high-energy live shows. Their performances have
garnered early press support from Ones To Watch, and Pigeons & Planes. In a rare move, the duo
built up enough fan support to headline multiple nights at 200 capacity clubs in LA & NY, all
without having released any music online. Junior Varsity’s aim is to cause disruption in the name
of social progress.
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Instagram
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